
 
            

NEW LINKS MOTOBRAKE 180 EVA     
Automatic Downhill MotoBraking and Dual Axle Ezi Steer 
 

Australian Designed Strong Steel Chassis with a Powerful 180 watt Motor 
  

The Ezicaddy Links MotoBrake 180  provides downhill control, just select your 
downhill speed and the Links MotoBrake 180 does the rest and you are in control.  
Durable Soft Ride EVA Wheels Front and Rear, Adjustable Dual Height Handle, 
New larger D handle grip with on/off switch and speed control, 20Ah Dry Cell 
Battery in a handy Carry Bag, Automatic 12 Volt 4A Battery Charger, Sand Bucket 
Ring with Sand Bucket, and a Deluxe Box Seat with Sprung Stem. 
   

Ezicaddy Links MotoBrake 180 EVA  
STRONGER SIMPLER SMARTER LIGHTER 
Folds down for easy transport and storage. 
 

LIGHT - EziCaddy Links MotoBrake 180 EVA weighs only 9kg.  
You can own EziCaddy Links MotoBrake 180 EVA for only $1095      
Upgrade to 22Ah Lithium Battery and 5A Charger price $1495 
 
 
 
              
       
 
 
 
 
 
Trade in your Electric Buggy save $100.  
Use your existing Battery and Charger save $200. Trade Up $795.  
 
Trade in existing Battery and Charger on a Lithium save $100.   
Trade in your Electric Buggy save $100. Trade In price $1295.  
 
Distributed by Ezicaddy Battery Golf Buggies  
Phone 1300 EZI CAD (1300 394 223) Web : www.ezicaddy.com.au                 



                                 EZICADDY REVIEWS 
  
"Like every other golfer, I need all the help I can get. 
I believe EziCaddy saves 2 or 3 shots every round." ........Ron Barassi, Australian Sporting Icon 
 

I originally selected the EziCaddy Links because it folded easily and with a short enough wheelbase to fit into the small boot 
of my car. I've now been using it about twice a week for near 8 trouble free years.  JJ Giles, Pymble Golf Club 
 

"I'm here to play golf. not to play with my Buggy" 
Light and Sturdy, reliable and simple to use" ........G Peer Cranbourne GC, Melbourne VIC 
 

"I bought my Ezicaddy four years ago. It was my first electric buggy and I did a lot of research to find the most reliable one as 
I had seen a lot of players having difficulties with breakdowns. The main feature for me was reliability and weight. I found 
that not only has my Ezicaddy been very reliable and it is very manageable for a small woman to lift into the car but it was 
also the cheapest! It was recommended to me by a woman golfer who plays very regularly and she shared hers with her 
husband so that the buggy was being used 7 days a week without any breakdowns. I have found that the service at Ezicaddy 
Battery Golf Buggies in Middle Cove, (in Sydney) is simply excellent as they do a instant repair on the spot which means that 
I do not have to be without my buggy or to have to return to collect it."   Gwen Lansbury, Bayview Golf Club 
 
"Have had my Links Ezicaddy for a number of years play three games each week & just had first problem broke shear pin. 
Customer Service excellent phoned for part delivered next day. Helpful courteous service . I recommend the EziCaddy as a 
reliable trouble free buggy with excellent after sales service " Bruce Farquhar, Sydney NSW 
 
"The Advantage MotoBrake is sensational and has increased my enjoyment immensely. The downhill brake feature lets you 
walk down a steep slope without handling the buggy, and more importantly is great for the wonky knees. Very reliable and 
quiet and is the best electric buggy i have had"  Alan Harris - The Coast GC NSW 
 
"The new buggy is great.....the test was traversing down the steep 7th hole it performed precisely as you said, at the constant 
set speed.....extremely happy! thankyou for the information and your good advice on this excellent purchase"  ....... Rob 
Rowley Bayview GC NSW 
 
 "I purchased my EZICADDY about 18 months ago, wow what a difference it has made when playing steep sections of the 
course. It has been so reliable and never let me down in all weather conditions, I would most definately upgrade to another 
EZICADDY when the time comes. Ron and the guys at BGB have also been extremely helpful with advice and tips on usage . 
I recommend this buggy, it seems to take the PAIN out of golfing.  .............. Wayne Bennett, Bayview GC Sydney NSW 
 
Wow.  The improvement to my golf, my physical well being and my handicap has been incredible since I purchased the 
Ezicaddy Motobrake.  I only had the Motobrake for one month and took two strokes off my handicap (18 down to 16).  I no 
longer come off the course tired and exhausted after finishing a round of golf and my knees certainly appreciate the ‘cruise 
control’ effect that allows you to stay at the one set speed whilst going down steep slopes.  My concentration is much better, 
especially on our back 9 which is very hilly.  No more struggling up and down slopes, wasting energy on pushing and pulling.  
Now it is just a casual stroll with the Motobrake doing all the work.   Thank you EziCaddy, you have put the enjoyment back 
into my game. ...Cheers Sandi Elliott Mount Gambier SA  
 
2 years on and still going strong. I purchased an EziCaddy Motobrake in December 2011 and it hasn’t missed a beat. I play on 
a hilly golf course and walk casually down steep paths with my EziCaddy. No struggling or straining, trying to keep up like 
you have to do with the other brands, the EziCaddy Motobrake is like having a buggy with cruise control. Uphill or downhill, 
it doesn’t matter. Whatever is my pace, is the EziCaddy pace. If you are considering purchasing an electric buggy, then 
seriously consider the EziCaddy Motobrake. Your game of golf will be like a stroll in the park.’ Sandi Elliott - Mount 
Gambier Golf Club ( Attamurra)  
 
Gents. Had a round yesterday with my new buggy I purchased on Tuesday and I am very pleased with it.  
I am glad I spent the extra dollars on the remote motobrake model and the inflatable tyres are really good 
Compared to my old MGI buggy it is miles ahead. Playing partners were also impressed so you might score some more sales. 
You were right about the CTek charger because when my battery was on the CTek it was indicating fully charged but when I 
connected it to the charger I got from you it charged for another two hours and there was a noticeable difference with how 
much charge it still had after 18 holes. Thanks again  Greg Belmont G.C. 
 


